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. . . the interplay of
Jesuits, Jocks,
Preps, Profs, Partyers, Pre-Meds
Exiles, Roommates,










• . . an unending succession of sui-
cidal hall sports, $1 films, dorm par-
ties, breakneck rides down snow
clad hills on Kimball "sleds", plays,





... a much maligned food service,
and while Ma Kimball may be no
Maxwell's, where else could you find
"Red", eternal-truth tea bags, and
milk cartons which expound on ever-
ything from planets to presidents ...
9

I. . . the desire of our varsity ath-
letes, which was transcended only
by the pleasure we derived from
cheering on our often overmatched




































































Residence life at Holy Cross is undeniably
a redoubtable barrel of fun, but, all things
considered, one universal element is the
necessity of coping with the natural and
man-made elements which permeate life
on Mount Saint James.
The period between arising and exiting
the dorm is replete with the pitfalls of com-
munal living. One drags their groggy self out
of the room only to be faced by a veritable
minefield in the hallway. That which the
night before was a functional vessel is now
fragmented about your feet, eager to rend
your flesh at that point which is impossible
to make a bandage adhere to. The re-
sourceful individual avoids hazards such as
this, bottlecaps, and fellow bleary-eyed,
cranky sojourners.
Showering is the method of rejoining the
world of the living. A process which is more
than facilitated by somebody flushing a toi-
let just as you happen to be rinsing out the
Head and Shoulders. Having survived the
trip to the washroom without uncontrolla-
ble bleeding and no first degree burns, one
may proceed to get dressed (hopefully
without recourse to the laundry bag) during
which you "accidentally" wake up your
roommate, who visits upon you a scowl
usually reserved by a father for his 16 year
old daughter when she's been out for the
evening a tad too late.
Kimball breakfast is invariably the day's
best meal, but because you're on the verge
of passing out into your French toast and
since people are rushing in and out to their
next class it's the toughest meal to effec-
tively scope at, and besides that, there's
never any Quisp.
Breakfast finished, one can get about the
business of stumbling through the day by
being at least physically present in class, by
checking the PO five times even though the
mail's only delivered twice, and by dodging
post-dinner water balloons.
But there's more to residence life than
such daily niceties.
There's General Hospital in Hogan cafa-
teria weekday afternoons. Admission is just
five bucks, but free for those without
minds.
There's starting your laundry at 8 in the
morning and finishing it at 3 that afternoon,
providing the dryer you used dryed.
There's Asteroids, Missile Command,
Space Invaders, Pinball, Pool and trying to
find a space for your car in the upper park-
ing lot.
There're blind date blahs, bus trips to jai-
alai /Celtics/ Red Sox games, snacks after
Sunday night mass, grinder nights, and
false fire alarms at 2 am when it's 20 de-
grees outside (wind-chill factor not with-
standing).
There's living off-campus and being held
in awe by most freshman in the same way
that notorious criminals are.
They're sun worshippers on Easy Street,
in front of the greenhouse, down by the
track adjacent to the dorm by the freeway
and in the bathrooms of HoJo's.
There's enduring the dorm lottery. One
gets a room of course, but the odds of get-
ting the room desired are about as good as
your chances of winning when you go first
in a game of Russian Roulette played with a
rifle.
There're those nights when you exit Din-
and to find that the mist which was falling
when you went in is now a ground-hugging
coat of ice.
There're dorm parties of varying degrees
of exuberance. The level of conviviality be-
ing directly linked to the location, which
can range from suburban Mulledy to Mann
Countyish Wheeler.
There're inestimable "fawdy minute"
waits for pizza, countless trips to Miss
Woo's, Steeple's, Becker, Moynihan's, The
Tip, HoJo's, Valley and sundry other lo-
cales, endless streams of mimeos populat-
ing your PO and lengthy conversations with
your roommate after the lights have been
turned off (the subjects of which are as
impossible to recall the next morning as
they were imperative to address the night
before).
There's living with another person, and
whether it's by assignment or mutual pref-
erence it's in one's interaction with a room-
mate that you learn (if you learn) what's
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































- "Hi! Welcome to Holy Cross. I'm your
RA and I'm glad to meet you. This is
your other RA who's also glad to meet
you. Next."
- orientation folders chock full of worth-
less information
- not knowing you had to be at the Mass
of the Holy Spirit a half hour in advance
in order to get a seat
Battle of the Dorms
- Hanselman won again, dammit
- pie-eating replaced ice cream-eating in
the slovenly contest category
- interminable mad-dog soccer wars
- the Sunday nite everybody vs. Hansel-
man water fight which prompted the
gallant RAs of the besieged dorm to
write a stern letter to the Crusader
chastizing such reprobattinicism
Parent's Weekend
- getting mom and dad to take you out to
dinner
- the tennis tournament getting rained-
out, again
- most parents leaving a soggy football
stadium convinced that a two touch-
down Crusader lead with time running
out was safe. Guess what?
- dancing with mom or dad
Halloween
- the traditional madhouse/sweatshop in
the ballroom
- best costumes: the falsified IDs
- Night of the Living Dead played in Kim-
ball
Speakers
- George McGovern on the Moral Majority
- Ramsey Clark on Iran
- Cross and Scroll on how to accumulate
a $3500 deficit
Concert
- Hall and Oates performed
- a $7,000 loss was suffered
- hopes for a concert next year under
the auspices of a reorganized 1843
club
Christmas Banquet
- hall parties before and after
- dire warnings as to the correlation be-
tween the bringing of alcoholic bever-
ages and the discontinuance of the
event




Tom Biegacki swinging his traveling bag
into his head during one of the perfor-
mances
Twelfth Night:
Fenwick's annual venture into the realm
of Shakespeare
Merton of the Movies:
the large screen onto which stills were
flashed
Pippin:
five consecutive sellouts at which playgo-
ers found out why leotards are com-
monly refered to as tights
Auction
- Andy Clivio presenting the shortcom-
ings of pyromaniacism
- Jimmy Riles as MC
- Debbie and Ruth ('nuf said)
Sadie Hawkins
- typical Purple Key band
- lists of available males appearing on cer-
tain women's floors
- Goldfish ad nauseum
Black Week
- a film and speakers
- Val Curtis's play
- the yearly spectacular fashion show,





- Boos and more Booze
Spring Weekend
- rollerskating about the hills
- bullriding; card playing; portrait taking
- spontaneous corporation forming in or-
der to have enough points to outbid
the competition for the prizes auc-
tioned off
- the concert which meteorological
conditions forced into the pub
Spring Ball
- appreciation of the astronomical price
of flowers
- dancing to your favorite group
- everybody who didn't go staying away
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From Code 7 (last to go at registration)
Freshman thru receiving one's diplomas as
a bona fide graduate, the single most im-
portant aspect of a student's life at Holy
Cross is the pursuit of academic excel-
lence.
Registration is the prelude to finding
yourself awake at 3 am sipping on some
half-empty can of Coke, which by that hour
is flat anyway, just because you've got a
mid-term the next day. Actually, the pro-
cess of selecting your classes for the com-
ing semester is only interesting when you
are a neophyte freshman. On the nite of
your first day here you get an explanation
of the registration procedure that makes
about as much sense as the rules concern-
ing hockey's two blue lines. After that
you've got about forty hours to decide
which courses you want to take, meet your
advisor and find out which courses you
"should" take, and then actually go regis-
ter only to learn that the courses which
remain open you find about as desirable as
a Friday dinner in Kimball during Lent (Calc
32, anyone?). Of course, the particularly
intriguing aspect of this unique ritual is the
"advising" aspect. After all, it's not like
your paying 8 grand a year gives you some
inalienable right to take what you want,
you've just got to get that impartial input.
How else would you ever take a course you
might flunk?
At least once you're in a class it's not like
you're trapped in it. After finding out that
the course isn't quite what you had in mind
you can always add/drop, another two
blue-line procedure. Those courageous
enough to stick it out are rewarded with 7
hours of lab a week, 85 lines of Latin a nite,
weekly 3 page papers and a real job after
graduation. So much for courage. But
whatever you finally get there's going to be
some work involved, unless you live next to
someone who took it the previous semes-
ter
Yes work, that remarkable panoply of in-
tellectual labor, but finding a place to at-
tend to such matters is half the battle. You
could try doing it in the social center locat-
ed behind the Hand of Christ statue, or you
could try and kick it out in your room with
stereophonic sound provided by your hall-
mates, or you could blow it off in favor of
some cold ones, or you could find some
Shangri-La and do it, but why be unique?
Far and away the best aspect of all this
learning stuff is the ability to ape Sherlock
Holmes and be able to tell a student's year
by looking at their course schedule. For ex-
ample, if you saw a student's electives and
there was a 3:30 Friday or a **Anyday on it
you could guess froshie and be right. Now,
if there was a seminar listed and it had no
final exam it could behoove you to hypthe-
size second semester senior.
But what would eighty bucks a semester
for books be without a faculty and that's to
whom the following portion of this book is
dedicated. Without further adieu, the facul-
ty (and administration) section begins.
Thanks Mary Berner, we couldn't have









REV. JOHN W. FLAVIN, S.J.
1/44444 PR. WILLIAM HEALY


























REV. ROBERT F. BANKS
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1 DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICHAIRMAN
DR N SANCHEZ 648SECRETARY
MRS C FAR WELL 64CMS C AUGUSTYNIAK 67FMR J BOVENZI 58OR J CARTER 71.:MRS CROSS 67MR T GOTTSCHANG 67
MR S GRUBAU6H
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REV. ARTHUR J. MADDEN, S.J.
R. PETER MAILLOUX
DR. RICHARD MATLAK







REV. PHILIP RULE, S.J.
DR. CAROLYN J. WALL







REV. JOHN REBOLI, S.J.
PR. JOHN ANDERSON




















PR. EDWARD F. WALL
DR. THOMAS E. CECIL




DR. THOMAS E. LYNCH
MR. JOHN R. MCCARTHY
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ICS MODERN LANGUAGES
DR. CHARLES A. BAKER
DR. ECKHARD BERNSTEIN
REV. ALFRED DESAUTELS, S.J.
DR. WALLACE FOWLIE
DR. CHESTER S. HALKA
REV. LIONEL P. HONORE, S.J.








DR. JOHN F. MCKENNA
DR. JORGE VALDES




DR. HERMANN J. CLOEREN









DR. GEORGE H. HAMPSCH
DR. JOHN J. LYNCH
DR. STEPHEN S. SKOUSGAARD
DR. ROBERT H. GARVEY
DR. ROY C. GUNTER, JR.
DR. FRANCIS W. KASETA
DR. EDWARD F. KENNEDY
REV. ROBERT B. MACDONNELL
DR. RAM SARUP
DR. FRANK TANGHERLINI
DR. JUDITH A. CHUBB
DR. PAUL R. DOMMEL
DR. CAREN DUBNOFF
DR. PATRICIA HANRATTY
DR. WALTER T. ODELL
DR. DAVID L. SCHAEFER
DR. EVELYNE H. STEPHENS









.'DR. RICHARD G. BRYAN
DR. DANUTA BUKATKO
DR. CHARLES M. LOCURTO
DR. OGRETTA V. MCNEIL
DR. MATTHEW A. TOTH
DR. CHARLES S. WEISS
111 1MIC
lig Poem% 4/aN
DR. RUDOLPH L. ZLODY
DR. GLENDON E. BRYCE
REV. RICHARD P. BURKE, S.J.
123
DR. BERNARD COOKE
REV. JOSEPH F. DONAHUE, S.J.
DR. JOHN L. ESPOSITO
DR. VINCENT J. FORDE
DR. GERALD MCCARTHY
REV. JOHN J. PARIS
PR. GARY PHILLIPS
REV WILLIAM REISER, S.J.








LT. COL. RONALD J. KRAUS
CPT. FRANCIS C. MYERS
MJR. PATRICK L. TOWNSEND




REV. ROBERT MCMILLAN, S.J.
MS. SUZANNE RINALDO
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PR. ROYCE SINGLETON, JR.
DR. VICTORIA SWIGERT
DR. EDWARD THOMPSON
PR. ROBERT C. HEALEY
PR. EDWARD J. HERSON
PR. ROBYN HUNT








REV. JOHN E. BROOKS, S.J.
PRESIDENT
CLOCKWISE FROM TOP
LEFT: REV. PAUL F. HAR-
MAN, S.J., VICE PRESIDENT;
REV. JOSEPH R. FAHEY, S.J.,
DEAN; PROF. CAROLYN J.
WALL, ASST. DEAN ('84);
PROF. JOSEPH H. MAGUIRE,
ASST. DEAN ('81, '82, '83).
opals
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REV. MICHAEL G. BOUGHTON, S.J.
LEFT: REV. EARLE L. MARKEY, S.J., DEAN OF STUDENTS. BELOW:
REV. CHARLES B. CONNOLLY, S.J., DIRECTOR OF HOUSING.
V‘,7•2.,
. 4 -r
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August 28, 1977 — the hottest day in
Holy Cross history (well maybe) — the Cru-
sade began. On that steamy Sunday even-
ing, we gathered in the posh Kimball cine-
ma to listen to Dean Joseph Maguire wel-
come and warn us. College would not be
easy, he said. We would have to spend at
least eight hours a day studying. And then
we all laughed.
Holy Cross was quite different then, and
a lot has happened since. Remember?
Freshman year . . . We all took library
tours and found out how to use the card
catalogue. . . the drinking age was just 18..
. keg parties abounded on every hall. . . the
Worcester Civic Center was supposed to be
finished . . . Wheeler 5 was all male . . . Igor
wowed the crowd during basketball ti-
meouts . . . anyone who could tolerate long
lines and excessive heat could drink in the
old, upstairs pub . . . the Blizzard of '77
cancelled 3 days of classes and ignited a 3
day party. .. Carlin won the Winter Carnival
Snow Sculpture contest with a silly-looking
castle . . . we waited in longer-than-life lines
in "old" Kimball . . . the football team
whomped B.C. . . . a beer was only 30.$ in
the Pub.
Sophomore year. . . we forgot everything
we leaimed freshman year . . . the disco
library wings were opened . . . the Civic
Center still wasn't finished . . . on April 20
the drinking age was raised to 20 . . . that
same day, the upstairs pub shut down its
taps after a wild, "drink-til-you-sink" even-
ing ... the ugly purple rug went into Kimball
. . . a horse paraded through the Main
Reading Room of the library . . . all those
lucky enough to be 20 drank in the bath-
room disguised as a room, but called the
Saderskeller . . . we actually studied in the
library . . . lower Kimball opened to rave
reviews . . . we met Sadie Hawkins . . . the
football team beat B.C. again . . . the price
of a Pub beer went up to 35,:t and a few
more brain cells died.
Junior year. . . girls took over Wheeler 5.
. . the Thinker got on-campus housing . . .
Alumni introduced us to the Blind Date Ball
. . . the new lower pub opened . . . fences
and curbs sprung-up in the Quad . . . the
Civic Center was "going to be finished, but.
. ." women started a Rugby team, believe it
or not . . . we all found out we hated our
major . . . the Rugby House closed at the
end of the year, and ruggers were on the
loose . . . we wandered into the library and
met the Xerox machine . . . a beer in the
Pub went up to 40ct and our grades went
down a little more.
Senior year . . . Senior Week gave us a
"picnic" in lower Kimball, Casablanca and
quarter beers, dessert with the Jesuits, and
a most memorable cocktail party . . . the
Alcohol Task Force told us we were respon-
sible for drinking irresponsibly . . . the 1843
Concert was unusually quiet and unattend-
ed . . . the Civic Center was, well . . . we all
escaped to Brigadoon . . it rained (again)
and the football team lost (again) on Par-
ent's Weekend . . . a freshman pointed out
the library to us . . . a record player per-
formed at the Spring Ball . . . a select few
got job offers, everyone else applied to the
JVC . . . the Thinker left (with us, of course)
... 100 Daze really happened. . . . so did 50
daze . . . 20 daze . . . 10, 9, 8 . . . Fort
Lauderdale became a Holy Cross suburb
for one week in March . . . we survived four
years of the Holy Cross band . . . and beer
went up to 45.$, the cups went down to 8
ounces, and our college years went down in







JOHN J. AHERN KELLIE E. ALENCE
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CAROL A. BRANCHAUD MARK A. BRAUNSTEIN
PAUL E. BRENNAN
THOMAS BRESNAHAN JR. THERESE L. BRODERICK







JOAN A. BUCKLEY KATHARINE BUCKLEY










KATHLEEN M. CAIN STEVEN C. CALDERONE


















SHEILA C. CAVANAUGH RICHARD G. CHALIFOUX












































DANIEL D. DEFERIE A

























AUE KATHRYN M. DUNBAR TIMOTHY J. DWYER
CHRISTINE ENGUSTIAN FREDERICK EPPINGER





MICHAEL E. FALLON JAMES F. FARRELL























VICKI A. FRAUENHOFER ROGER F. FRECHETTE







































































ROBERT C. HEALEY JAMES G. HEALY WILLIAM E. HECKER
PATRICIA M. HENNESSY










THERESA M. HILLMER LOIS M. HINES

































































KENNETH C. LAYTON LEONARD F. LEADER THOMAS P. LEAHEY
JOHN J. LEARY III
JEANNE M. LEARY
AMY N. LECHNER








WILLIAM P. LOFTUS III























DIANA L. MARLEY BERNARD J. MARSELLO STEPHANIE A. MARTIN






JOSEPH A. MCCARTIN MATHEW J. MCCONNELL


















MARY C. MCLAUGHLIN SUSAN P. MCLAUGHLIN












MATTHEW A. MICHAUD MICHELE MIDWOOD
ri
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STEVEN J. MILLUS PAUL G. MITSIS THOMAS W. MOIR JR.
ANNE E. MORIARTY
LAWRENCE MONDI




JOHN D. MORTE THERESA MOSCHETTA FERNANDO F. MOSQUEDA MARGARET M. MOYNIHAN
LORRAINE T. MULLIGAN DAVID G. MULQUIN MICHAEL J. MURPHY NANCY MURPHY
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THOMAS R. MURPHY KATHLEEN S. MURRAY













CHRISTOPHER O'CONNOR ELLEN E. O'CONNOR KATHLEEN M. O'CONNOR
207
JAMES J. O'HARA
JOHN E. O'DONNELL II
GLENNON J. O'GRADY CATHY A. O'HALLORAN
























MARY ANNE T. POTTER
PAULA J. PROKO
JOHN L. POWELL JR.
DIANE E. PULIAFICO
211
DEBORAH M. PURDON KEVIN P. QUINLAN
Go t() bed











































STEPHEN SCHILLINGER DEIDRE M. SCHORMAN
























ROGER H. ST GERMAIN
219
JO ANN STAWARKY JEANNE F. STEPAN
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Wednesday, May Twenty-Seventh, 9:00 P.M.
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Thursday, May Twenty-Eighth, 9:00 P.M.
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The Bourgeois French Prize  Michelle J. Tellier
The Frank D. Comerford Medal  Kathleen M. Lynch
The Rev. Philip A. Conniff, S.J., Prize  James J. O'Hara
The Crompton Gold Medal  Wandana Joshi
The John J. Crowley Purse  Steven C. Calderone
The Flatley Gold Medal  Patrick C.W. Tam
The Edna Dwyer Grzebien Prize  Mary Ann McSweeny
The Rev. William F. Hartigan Medal  Bruce T. Morrill
The Holy Cross Club of Worcester Prize  Jennifer D. Carey
The Edward V. Killeen, Jr., Purse  Adam J. Soufleris
The Rev. George A. King, S.J.-
Richard J. Keenan Memorial Award  Paul J. Leikhim
The John C. Lawlor Medal  John M. Gilligan
The Gertrude McBrien Mathematics Prize  Richard M. Freije
The Leonard J. McCarthy, S.J., Memorial Prize ... Linda E. Norton
The George B. Moran Award  Kathleen M. Lynch
Mario M. Lopez
The Nugent Gold Medal  Ex Aequo:
David P. Sciarrino
The" Purple" Purse  Margaret A. Pax
The Rev. John F. Redican Medal  Jennifer D. Carey
The James H. Reilly Memorial Purse  John F. O'Connell
The Lt. William P. Sullivan, Jr., Medal  Bryan J. VanDorpe
The Varsity Club Norton Purse  Robert J. Ireland
Hart Center
















The avenues which one might avail them-
selves of with regards to spending their after
class hours are not wholly comprised by set-
ting up residence in either Dinand or the 1843
room. There are a number of campus organi-
zations to which one may dedicate their ef-
forts. At the risk of being hubristic, some of
the activities one can join are forthwith cate-
gorized:
Performing: The performing activities give
the talented, or just plain courageous, among
us the chance to entertain. Our infamous
band plays at both football and basketball
games. ACT provides a chance to work on
plays of a lighter vein than those usually un-
dertaken by Fenwick. The cheerleaders brave
cold and rain during the football season, and
survive disparaging comments concerning
certain leggings worn during basketball
games. Choir members sacrifice Monday
afternoons that we might enjoy a degree of
musical culture.
Student Service: Student service activities
provide us with a number of social alterna-
tives. Cross and Scroll provides speakers ad-
dressing a variety of current issues. The 1843
Club gave us Hall and Oates but was pre-
cluded from having a spring concert due to
demon deficit. The Purple Key Society runs
the "name" events of the year. CCBofD runs
happenings ranging from pub entertainment
to free films. The SGA runs off at the mouth a
lot, but also keeps tabs on every aspect of life
on Mt. St. James in protecting the student
interest.
Community Service: If anything evidences
that HC students are not ivory tower hermits
it's our community service groups. YARC pro-
vides social events for the retarded members
of the local community. SPUD offers its big
brother/sister program. CCD provides stu-
dents the chance to teach, while Abby's
friends lends assistance to women from the
surrounding area.
Awareness: Awareness organizations ex-
pand our knowledge on areas which may be
foreign to us. The Black Student Union famil-
iarizes one with black perspectives. The Wom-
en's Organization sponsors speakers on nu-
merous topics. Students for Life calls on us to
evaluate our commitment to the preservation
of life. The Bishop Healy Society works for a
better understanding among all elements of
HC society. CCM provides an outlet for those
students with strong religious commitment.
The Ski Club, while not addressing issues as
weighty as other groups, does give one the
opportunity to hurtle down the face of a hill
without the slightest inkling of how to stop
when you reach the bottom.
Media: The media activities provide both
information and entertainment. The Crusader
makes early Friday PO trips a must and man-
ages to sneak a story of interest in among the
letters and classifieds every now and then.
WCHC magnanimously offers one the choice
between aural bliss and eternal bliss, along
with Crusader hockey, PSAs and rapid-tongue
sportscasters. The Purple, an outlet for poets
and writers, proves worth the wait. Cross
Currents goes the way of the buffalo as HC's
magazine folded due to economic con-
straints. And then there's the Purple Patcher,
where anybody can grow up to be editor,
though it's not a prerequisite.
SEATED: P. WASKAS; K. MCCARTHY; J. O'HARA; S. FATUM. ROW 1: M. DRISCOLL; M. MULLINS; T. GASSERT; B. ACTON; G. MCMAHON; J.
GOLDEN; M. KING; R. SPADONI; M. DEFREITAS; M. SHERIDAN; T. MOORE; A. MCDONAGH. ROW 2: E. FELONEY; P. DANIEL; D. HURLEY; E.
PUTKONEN; J. BRENNAN; R. GIBBONS; T. KEANE.
ROW 1; M. MCEWEN; M.E. STEPHENS; D. KELLY; M. GROODY; M. SULLIVAN; M. PLANETA; S. GARRITY; A. WUNDERLICK; E. WHITE. ROW 2; T.
GLAVIN; A. LAWLER; M. MCEWEN; T. MAGNIER; K. INGRAM; D. LECUYER; J. O'CONNOR; E. SHEA; B. TALMADGE; E. NEE; M. TRANK; L. LEAHY;
R. CASTANO; C. BOYER; K. SULLIVAN; P. JOYCE; M. COUGHLIN; A. FITZPATRICK; M. SULLIVAN; G. KULISCH; J. LEARY; N. BAGLEY; T. O'NEIL;
K. VAILLANCOURT; M. MOYNIHAN; E. DALY; T. MYDLER; L. GALLIGAN; J. MCANIFF; J. FROST; D. FULHAM; S. JOHN; K. LASHOTO; J. BOLINGER;













SEATED: C. CHAMNESS; M. KEENAN; S. RAPILLO; D. KELLY; L. COLLINS; T. BIEGACKI; E. VON BENKEN; M. DEMPSEY; G.
SULLIVAN; A. CARROLL STANDING: P. ROTTMANN; J. JONES; N. SPELLMAN; D. MAHONEY; M. FALARDEAU; M.L. CURRAN; R.
WILLIAMS; J. CREEVY; D. MOYNIHAN; J. TOOLE; R. AMICI; L. BRANNIGAN; J. FOWLER; S. BIGAMS; C. NIRO; K. CARNEY. NOT
PICTURED: E. & L. SCHWARTZ; R. SCHWEITZER; K. DOWICZ; C. PHAM; B. O'CONNOR; J. FOQUE.
241
THE HOLY CROSS GOOD TIME, HIT & RUN . . . BAND
ROW 1: F. CAMPION; D. WALSH. ROW 2: K. FARRELL; C. NEE; P. ROTTMANN. ROW 3: M. KRZESINSKI; P. BIEGAY; D. TODD; M.
PLANETA; P. GIAIMO; J. LINNANE. ROW 4: K. O'HAGAN; R. QUINLAN; J. GODDARD. ROW 5: A. ZIMMERMAN; L. MASSARO; J. MURPHY;






SITTING: S. SOUCAR; B. HENNESSEY; M. MORIARTY; A. ARENA; C. CLANCY; M. MCKENNA; M. MAXWELL. STANDING: J. PROVOST; S. BRESCIA;
T. TAKAYAMA; K. COX; R. WREN; K. LASHOTA; M. LAQUERRE; D. GORMAN; P. LEIKHIM; T. MUNESES; P. VEGA; K. SINGLETON; D. WERNER.
YOUTH ASSOCIATION FOR RETARDED CITIZENS
243
SEATED: P. CAYER; E. VINING. STANDING: T. DWYER; P MCMANUS.
CROSS & SCROLL SOCIETY
244
CHEERLEADERS
K. SIMENSEN; C. CAMPBELL; G. KADER; M. COONEY; T. DOCKTOR; K. BITTLE; S. RALLIS; L. ROCHE; R. GILLER; A. WILSON; J. MCHUGH; P.
LUCAS; A. BARRESI; E. MONTUORI.
245
THE PURPLE
K. MAHER; S. HINES; J. JONES.
ROW 1: N. LAWRENCE; L. CAROOMPAS. ROW 2: E. MOORE; D.
RILEY; J. FISCHER. ROW 3: M. O'REGAN; T. MAHONEY; D. FILAK.









MICHELLE CALLAHAN   Sports Editor
DENISE DARWIN  Copy Editor
JOYCE DE NAPOLI   Business Manager
BETH DILL  Graduates Editor
RICHARD GILLER   Photography Editor
DONNA MCGUIRK   Associate Editor
BOB MONROE  Layout Editor
GREG SULLIVAN  Editor
248
ROW 1: JOAN BUCKLEY; JOE PILEWSKI; RICH SHEA
JR.; SUSAN CANNON; MARY ELLEN KANE; JOHN
DUGGAN. ROW 2: RICHARD GILLER; BOB MONROE;
DONNA MCGUIRK; GREG SULLIVAN; JOYCE DE NA-
POLI; MICHELLE CALLAHAN; DENISE DARWIN;
BETH DILL. ROW 3: DAN GUTEKANST; LIZ MITCH-
ELL; BILL ACTON; MICHELE BORDOGNA; LOIS
HINES; DAVE BRAUER; NANCY CALLAHAN; ANNE
MARIE BERNERO; MARY ANNE GLUNZ.
ROW 1: L. DENTREMONT; L. MURPHY; T. HARRINGTON J. HOYE; D. MCLAUGHLIN. ROW 2: M. NERBONNE; C. LEE; T. GERETY; D.
HARACZ; S. BRESCIA.









Published by the HC Women's Organization
Aprfi 81
WELCOME!
This first issue of the Holy Cross
Women's Resource marks a new
beginning for the Holy Cross Women's
Organization. The Adrinistrative
Board for the year 19f31 has been
elected. A much needed position has
been created on this board for a
representative of the Plack Student
Union. With these administrative
changes has come a renewed enthusiasm
to support, to educate, and to raise
the consciousness of our community at
Holy Cross.
The decision to expand the
newsletter to four pages resulted
from our strong desire to provide a
medium through which women can become
an integral part and vital force of
the Holy Cross Women's Organization.
situation does constitute sexual
harassment until after the incident
has taken place. This type of
non-examination tends to result in
retrospective rationalization, causal
dismissals, and implicit acceptance
of the behavior involved. TOo many
confrontations between the sexes at
Holy Cross, indicating underlying
resentment, power plays, and a real
lack of respect, are quickly shrugged
off as just another weekend, keg
related prank. By examining various
definitions, we hope to initiate an
awareness of how and when sexual
harassment touches our lives.
In August of 1960, the National
Advisory Council on Women's
Educational Programs broadly defined
sexual harassment as non -reciprocal
male behavior that asserts a woran's
WOMEN'S ORGANIZATION
ROW 1: E. KEMPLE; A. LAWLER; J. BOLINGER; M.B. SHERIDAN. ROW 2 M. MCKEOWN; H. DURKIN; A. FITZPATRICK.
2'32













CAMPUS CENTER BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ROW 1: S. LIDESTRI; A. FITZPATRICK; L. ZAWISA; T. ASHUR; T. CASHMAN; D. MCLAUGHLIN; A. CHOU. ROW 2: P. KEEGAN; J.
BAKER; J. BJORN; L. LEADER; N. LAWRENCE.
255
COMMITTEE FOR CAMPUS MINISTRY
SEATED: G. O'CONNELL. STANDING: S. RUSSELL; B. DUGAN; B. CARON; E. DUFF M. BANACH.
256
CH
ROW 1: D. TAYLOR; N. KING; L. WEST. ROW 2: S. BIGAMS; A. TOBEY; K. LUNSFORD; C. SMITH; V. COLLINS; M.
RICHARDSON; A. TWYMAN; L. BENDER; C. HILL; R. LEWIS. ROW 3: D. MOORE; L. PATTERSON; M. ARROYO; K.
BURNS; C. HUDSON; N. FIELD. ROW 4: J. WASHINGTON; N. SCOTT; A. BOUIE; C. LOUIS-JACQUES; B. HANKER-
SON; M. MCDONALD; K. RIDDICK.
BLACK STUDENT UNION
257
ALTOS: L. CAROOMPAS; L. CARROLL; K. CRANSTON; J. DILION; M. DONOGHUE; E. DUVAL; L. FITZGERALD; A. GERMANO; T. JOHNSTON; E.
MCCURLEY; M. MCGRATH; K. MCNAMARA; T. MORAN; M. O'DONNELL; R. SULLIVAN; E. VON BENKEN. BASSES: P. AMODEO; M. BENECICK; B.
BLANCHETTE; D. BYERS; R. CANEDO; P. CUNNEEN; P. DUNNE; J. FARRELL; D. FLANDERS; K. GAFFNEY; D. KELLY; W. MCINTOSH; M. O'REGAN;
J. PERKOSKI; M. REED; T. RIPP; M. ROBICHAUD; T. SHEEHAN; J. STRAUSS; M. WAICKMAN. SOPRANOS: E. AMODEO; J. BOYLE; L. CALLAHAN;
K. FARRELL; D. FICKETT; L. GYLE; L. HERZOG; R. KAUPP; N. LAWRENCE; J. MACMONEGLE; M. MCFADDEN; P. MCSWEENEY; P. MALONEY; R.
O'BRIEN; N. PETIT; D. PHIPPS; J. PROVOST; C. RILEY; C. SPRATT. TENORS: J. BAKER; R. CARON; P. HOUGHTALING; R. HULSEMAN; J.
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CONFRATERNITY OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE
STANDING: P. WALSH; G. GALA; C. KERWIN; B. DUGAN; E. HARRINGTON; M. DONOHUE; M. CHARRON; P. GANNON; G. O'GRADY; M. BAKER.
SEATED: M. RIZZO; K. MCMAHON; E. SHEA; J. GIRARD; J. MURPHY; M.J. MORIARTY; C. PHILLIPS; T. BELLIVEAU.
259
STUDENTS FOR LIFE
SEATED: B. CASEY. STANDING: A. PAX; P. NEAGLE; P. TAM; M. MCFADDEN.
260
SEATED: F. BARNES; A. LECHNER; L. BENDER; K. RIDDICK; C. ROUNDTREE; M. DIAZ; A. PAX; B. HECKER STANDING: G. O'CONNELL; R. LEWIS;
C. OPPELT; D. LAMBERT; J. BUCKLEY; V. CURTIS; L. PATTERSON; N. FIELDS. E. DORSEY; V. HARGROVE; J. WASHINGTON; A. MORIARTY. BACK




SEATED: R. VARESCHI. ROW 1: T. CARLIN; K. BAUER; K. KEARN; D. MCLAUGHLIN; M. GILBERT; M. MCGRATH.
ROW 2: J. BONNER; M. HETTINGER; UNK.; B. MOLLA; J. CASEY; FR. HONORE; D. VALENZA; J. GALLAGHER; A.







STANDING: R. BROSNAN; B. PRUSACZYK: S. MARTINSON; T. HILLMER; D. 
DIPIRRO; S. BAKER; L. TUOTI; D. KALNINS; K. TARPEY; L.







For all intents and purposes the basketball
season began on February 14. Until this date
the team had looked great/fair/horrible in
any given game. Then, before an overflow
Hart Center crowd and a regional TV audi-
ence, the Crusaders, ignited by Garry Witts's
last-second jumper at half time and two
proto-typical "yo-mama" dunks by Ernie
Floyd, massacred BC's highly touted Eagles.
Happy Valentine's Day.
The team's play following this was marked-
ly better, particularly that of Eddie Thurman.
But the squad committed a crucial faux pas
when they failed to capture the number one
seed (and concomitant home court advan-
tage) in the ECAC-North playoffs. In the
championship game a regulation ending half-
court prayer by #1 ranked Northeastern led
to an OT loss. No NCAA berth, no guaranteed
$90,000 minimum. Then the NIT rolled to the
rescue and HC was sent to Southern Missis-
sippi for sacrifice. The Cross disregarded the
odds and when Dave Mulquin's last-second
shot fell in the team had its first NIT win since
1975. But every silver cloud's got a gray lining
and the victory led to a matchup with Syra-
cuse. Snubbed by the NCAA, the Orangemen
took their ire out on the team, handing them
a 20 point defeat. The season was ended, but
it had seen: Garry Witts score his 1,000th
point; South Alabama's manic, towel-wielding
manager; Sport's Illustrated's BC point-shav-
ing scandal cover hit the stands a few days
before the Hart Center clash and inspire
short-lived student banners; the male cheer-
leaders shorts; "Zeke" starting against lona
and making yearlong contributions as a walk-
on; Tom Seaman's offensive prolificy; 20
wins.
A forgettable football season ended with a
3-8 mark and the dismissal of Neil Wheel-
wright. Of note was the near upset of BC,
Dave Boisture's passing for a record 1659
yards and the outstanding defensive play of
Steve Raquet. The "new" era of Crusader
football begins next season under new head
coach Rick Carter.
Big time women's sports came this year
with scholarships to the basketball team and
the naming of Togo Palazzi as head coach. A
5-3 start had many questioning the perspi-
cacity of the financial aid, but the 15 straight
wins which followed erased any doubts. The
team won two tourneys and appeared on TV
while being led by newcomers Sherry Levin,
Phyllis Townsend and Mary Ann Palazzi. High
hopes are held for next year as only two play-
ers are lost to graduation.
The field hockey team continued a tradition
of excellence on the field and anonymity off it,
posting a 13-2-5 record. Sue Biggs led the
way on a team which had seven players
named All-Stars.
Elsewhere . . . the soccer team won seven
times, surpassing the previous two year's
combined . . . the women's tennis team post-
ed seven shutouts en route to an 11-3 record
. . . a 2nd place MAIAW tourney finish capped
the volleyball team's first winning season . . .
the hockey team began the year with a near
upset of Div. I powerhouse BC and suffered a
rollercoaster season thereafter . . . the wom-
en's crew novice boat finished ahead of
Worcester State at the WCC while the men
sent a boat to the prestigious Eastern Sprints
for the first time . . . Dave Stenhouse's Div. I
leading .480 BA highlighted an otherwise
bleak baseball season . . . the women's la-
crosse season was highlighted by a 4-3 win
over Wheaton where Kathy O'Connor had a
hat trick and Sue Biggs the winning goal with
15 seconds remaining. . . swimming star Cal-
lie Taffe set HC records in the 50/100/200
yard breaststroke and earned All-American
honors in each . . . in women's track Jackie
McNiff finished 24th in the AIAW National
Championships, 8.2 seconds out of 15th and
All-American honors, and Ruth Flynn closed
out an outstanding career . . . in men's track
George Durgin excelled in the discus while
Gerry Jones finished his career as the highest
HC point scorer in the last fifteen years . . .
Crusader of the Year honors were bestowed
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Front Row (L-R): Paul Lyons, John Ingham, Curt Bletzer, Bob Roncarati, Jim Cobb, Terry
Waters, Tom Bresnahan, Peter George, Mark Chiungos, Co-Captain John Ahern,
Co-Captain Bob Ireland, Matt Michaud, Dana Cresta, Ed Gorczyca, John Caligaris, Bob
Walsh, Rick Kelly, Paul Matasavage, Joe LeMay, Paul Connelly, Gerry Jones.
Second Row: Dave Bullek, Dan Reilly, Wayne Thornton, Jeff Fisher, Mike Duggan, Jack
Nealon, Elmars Reks, John McNally, Tom Quinn, Mike Rega, Bill Pearson, Vince Conca,
Len Spalding, John Andreoli, Dave Murphy, Dave Boisture, Tony Catalano, Rod Heger,
Roy Binger, Jean Oscar, Terry Malone.
Third Row: Tom Carey, Tim Barry, Bob Brower, Andy Clivio, Mark Gillespie, Spenser
Huston, John Schroder, Don Johnson, Rich Baker, Frank Mattiace, Doug O'Donnell, Tim
Linehan, Bernard Kueny, Chris Daigneault, Tom Tracy, Jim Riles, Eric Oden, Bob
Pierson, Doug Pietrick, Mike Redding, Brian Kelley, John Fazekas.
Fourth Row: Erick Yarnes, Mark Covington, Tom Heffernan, Ken Jepson, Lou Durante,
Dave Detmer, Matt Martin, Chris McMahon, Fred O'Connor, Dan Buron, Tom
Dinopoulos, Jerry Reilly, Tom Haskins, Peter Quinlan, Larry Horl, John Millett, Bruce
Kozerski, Brian Marcucio, Mike Marks, Mike Oden.
Fifth Row: Rob Porter, Steve Raquet, Peter Longo, Fran Warren, Coaches Jack Whalen,
Frank Novak, Vin Joseph, Wayne Donner, Cliff Schwenke, Pete Kuharchek, Mike Foley,
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21 Rhode Island 14
7 Army 28
—iv 13 11-41 Harvard 14
















CAPTAINS: SUE BIGGS, DEB MCGOVERN, KATHY O'CONNOR
HC
1 Gordon 0
3 Salem State 0
2 Bentley 2
0 North Adams 1
2 Bridgewater 2
2 Assumption 2
3 Mount Holyoke 2
3 SMU 1
1 Providence 1





5 Boston University 1
1 URI 1






ROW 1: N. LONGLEY; K. O'CONNOR; S. BIGGS; D. MCGOVERN; J. SULLIVAN. ROW 2:
M.K. SHAUGHNESSY; M. SULLIVAN; M.D. MCGRATH; E. ROSE; A. QUINN. ROW 3: V.
WILLS; M. MCGRATH: D. MCGEE; M. FITZGERALD; K. O'CONNELL; D. HART; K. SULLI-



















1 Rhode Island 3
3 Lowell 1
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ROW 1: P. O'KEEFE; G. DONOVAN; P. BELLWOAR; E. GILL; J. MORGAN; T. LEAHEY; K. O'ROURKE; J. LYNCH; J. ZEPF; F.
BARRESI; M. SMITH; D. ESPER. ROW 2: COACH E. HOLMES; A BARRETT; F. SPILLANE; D. ALVAREZ; D. CASAGRANDE; G.
















































9 Dean Jr. College 0










































0 Eastern Ct. 2
0 Sacred Heart 2
2 Barrington 0
0 SMU 2
2 Worcester State 0
2 Stonehill 0
3 Gordon 0
3 St. Anselm's 2
3 Lowell 2
2 Clark 0
0 Rhode Island College 2
0 Bridgewater State 2




3 Framingham State 2
0 Wheaton 4
1 Brandeis 1






ROW 1: A. NAGY; P. VIEGA; L. BEAULIEU; L. MILLIKEN; D. TODD. ROW 2: ASST. COACH J.
BORKOWSKI; D. BRUGMAN; M. HEFFERNAN; H. HUBBARD; J. YIP; B. STUPUR; COACH B.





























































53 South Alabama 77
72 Harvard 46
69 Cincinnati 58





70 Portland 73 f112 Xavier 93
57 Connecticut , i d 66 1






Dartmouth ii  58iidi . I
Manhattan 70
75 0 UMass 50
43 6 Boston College 48
68 4 Army 60
59 ii URI 66
87 Asolist New Hampshire 84







56 Southern Miss. 54
57 Syracuse 77
ROW 1: D. MULQUIN; COACH G. BLANEY; G. WITTS. ROW 2: B. REILLY; C. ZIKOS; K. GREANEY; W. FITZPATRICK; P. ELZIE; C.














8 Westfield State 5
5 North Adams 4
13 Assumption 0






14 Boston State 5
7 Colby 5
3 Colgate 8
5 North Adams State 6
8 New England State 6
2 Hamilton 5






3 St. Anselm's 5
1 Babson 3
5 AIC 6
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ROW 1: D. CASAGRANDE; K. CYR; J. POWELL; J. CASALI; B. FITZGERALD; J. CURLEY; J. FULCHINO; K. NIGHTLY; F. RAYMOND. ROW
2: J. FISH; B. TORTORELLA; T. PIETRICK; M. COAN; C. BROWN; C. STEVENS; D. WELCH; J. DELANDE; R. SHEA: R. MCKNIGHT; T.
PICKETT; COACH P. VAN BUSKIRK. ROW 3: TRAINER J. MORIARTY; H. CURRAN; M. ROBBEN; K. MCCARTHY; 0. DUGAN; B.




CO-CAPTAINS: ANN DOOLEY, LORI GEISHECKER
HC
58 Southeastern Mass. 37
32 Stonehill 69
65 Emmanuel 38
73 Bridgewater State 64
49 Clark 47
49 Assumption 43






68 Westfield State 50
74 Southeastern Mass. 48







77 Mt. Holyoke 41








ROW 1: T. GEISCHECKER; A. DOOLEY. ROW 2: COACH T. PALAZZI; R. PERRY; M. FITZGERALD; M.A. PALAZZI; S. LEVIN; B.



















ROW 1: K. HOUSE ; M. CALLAHAN; M. MILLIKEN; R. MIRANDA; A. KRUGER; M. HANLEY. ROW 2: C. LIMING; L. LASCH; R. GAGLIARDI;
S. SMITHSON; C. ARNELL; K. MCCARRICK; B. GILMARTIN. ROW 3: J. O'BRIEN; M. STANTON; M. LIPTACK; P. WALSH; L. MITCHELL; L.
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3/2 New Hampshire (2) 4/6
2/4 Rhode Island (2) 1/10
3 Maine 11
2 Harvard 5




0/4 Providence (2) 2/15
15 Boston College 1
1 Massachusetts 2
8/4 Brown (2) 9/5
9/3 Boston College (2) 16/1
1.• 4111 e
ROW 1: COACH J. WHALEN; E. EUSTACE; T. SCANNELL; E. SCANNELL; J. VEST; J. AHERN; J. LEMAY; B. PFLUM. ROW 2: P. O'REILLY; T.
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ROW 1: S. MCGAVICK; P. GAGNE; J. CASEY;
COACH 0. NAJARIAN. ROW 2: P. KEATING; J.
DUFFY; S. COLEMAN; L. EAGAN.
309
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14 Boston College 1
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ROW 1: E. NEE; C. BRANCHAUD; J. FOLEY. ROW 2: M. CUNNINGHAM; M.A. PALAZZI; C. DONEGAN;
C. PAINCHAUD; E. GRIP; B. MANNING. ROW 3: N. PERLA; B. DELPRETE; E. KEOHANE; B. PAS-
CIUCCO; J. VIENS; M. FITZGERALD; COACH S. GENTILE.
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5 Boston State 6
6 Trinity 9
4 lip Tufts 12
8 WPI 9



















ROW 1: R. MCGURN; T. BRESNAHAN; R. DEVLIN; M. BRYSON; S. 
MCKENNA; B. LUBANSKI; P. NEAGLE. ROW 2: D. 
ABBANAT; J. MCANIFF; A.
COSIO; T. MCKNIGHT; T. GRIFFITH; T. HALL; J. FEEGEL; M. TOMAINO; J. 
PIETROPAOLI. ROW 3: B. TORTORELLA; B. MORIARTY; R. PERRY; 
N.
KELLY; L. FLANNERY; C. JOYCE; T. WRIGHT; M. DONNELLY; S. KENNY; L. 





CROSS-COUNTRY CAPTAIN: MARY PAT FINNEGAN
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MEN'S TRACK
CROSS-COUNTRY CO-CAPTAINS:
MIKE COBB, BRYAN VAN DORPE
INDOOR/OUTDOOR CO-CAPTAINS:














CO-CAPTAINS: KATHY O'CONNOR, JACKIE SULLIVAN
A
ROW 1: M. BUCKLEY; S. BIGGS; J. SULLIVAN; K. O'CONNOR; D. HART. ROW 2: ASST.
COACH M. KELLEHER-GOULD; V. WILLS; A. QUINN; J. BODELL; L. BREEN; E. ROSE; B.















































ROW 1: J. RONAN; C. TAFFE; P. ROBEY; J. GALLAGHER; M. HETTINGER. ROW 2: M. CRAEMER; K. O'DONNELL; M. HALPIN; M. STANTON. ROW




















































































































































Dr. and Mrs Robert A. de Napoli
Mr. and Mrs. A Stedman Dowd
Donald J. Flannery
Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Gallagher
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Gargan
W. F. Glavin
Mr. and Mrs. Harry G. Hill, Jr
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Mackinson, Jr.
Donald G. Martin
Mr. and Mrs. William J. McFarland




Mr. and Mrs. George Sullivan
B
Roland A Augustine
Mr. and Mrs. John V Browne
Mr. and Mrs James H Buckley,
Jr
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Calderone
Mr. and Mrs. Donald T Casey
Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. Cobb
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel J. Connolly
Mr. and Mrs. George Cooney
Erin Corcoran
Dr. and Mrs John H Croghan
Mr. and Mrs Leo P. Dauwer
Mr. and Mrs Garry C Degermapan
Dr. and Mrs John J Delfino
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. Donnelly
Mr. and Mrs Edmund J Duffy
Mr. and Mrs Daniel Fisher
James A Gallagher
Mr and Mrs Walter T. Gorman
Mr. and Mrs Richard Guerin
Mr. and Mrs W P Gutekanst




Dr. Walter D. Judge
Bernard W Kelly
Mr. and Mrs S J Kenny
Bernard and Joyce Leonard
Dr. and Mrs Frank W Longo
Kathleen M Lynch
Mr. and Mrs John T Magnier
George S Martin Jr
Mr. and Mrs Aldo J Mazzaferro
Mr. and Mrs Joseph V McCartin
Harold V McCoy
Mr. and Mrs Donald R McGuirk
Mr. and Mrs John McKenna
Dr. and Mrs James B McQuillen
Mr. and Mrs Douglas Midwood
Mr. and Mrs William T Monroe
Mr. and Mrs Donald P Moriarty
Mr. and Mrs Fernando Mosqueda
James J O'Connor
John T O'Hagan
Dr. and Mrs D J O'Regan
Mr. and Mrs Timothy V O'Toole
Mr. and Mrs George Paletta
Mr. and Mrs Robert Phillips
Dr. and Mrs Robert M Pilewski
Mr. and Mrs Paul Proko
Mr. and Mrs Salvatore J Ragone
Gerard Roche
Mr. and Mrs Peter Ryan
Dr. Robert A Smith
Mr. and Mrs Ralph F Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs Joseph T Thiel
Mr. and Mrs Richard F. Toomey
Mrs MaryEllen Whitney
Mr. and Mrs V William Yankus
Mr. and Mrs Wallace M. Banach
Mr. and Mrs Roger R. Boucher
Mr. and Mrs Thomas M Bresnahan
Richard J. Burns
Mr. and Mrs Conrad P Caligaris
Russell B. Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. John J Casey
Madeline and Bernard Chase, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs A Cipolla
William T. Clements
Mr. and Mrs Joseph Commane
Mr. and Mrs S Conca
Mr. and Mrs John R Cookson
Dr. and Mrs Dominic L Coppolino
Mr. and Mrs E J Couture
Dr and Mrs Clement Curd
Mr. and Mrs Robert d'Entremont
Mr. and Mrs William DiSalvatore
Mr. and Mrs Albert J. Dobrosky
Mr. and Mrs Joseph R Dugan
The Durante family
Mr. and Mrs Richard E Eagan
Mr and Mrs Joseph Falasca
Dr. R.J. Fallon
Dr. and Mrs Arthur R Fantaci
Maurice J Ferriter
Mr. and Mrs John Fitzgibbons
Mr. and Mrs John J Flynn III
Mrs James Freeley
Mrs Arcely R French
Dr and Mrs Leonard H Goddard
Mrs James Hagan
Mrs Edward F Hines
Mr. and Mrs Charles F Hugo











John S Madaras, Jr
Robert J Magner
Gaetano Marcum
Vincent and Regina Marino
Dr Miguel Marin-Padilla
Mr. and Mrs Francis J Marusak
Mr and Mrs Edward V McCarthy.
Jr
Mr. and Mrs Barry R McDonough
James J. and Carol A McInnis
Gregory Mitsis













Mrs Francis X O'Connor, Sr
Mr and Mrs J Ward O'Neill Jr
Francis D O'Neill
Domeic M Penella
Mr and Mrs Paul L Quinlan
Mr and Mrs Calvin Raquel
Mr and Mrs Robert Reiser
Mr Rosemond A Richardson
Mrs Anne Ristine
Lois A Roach
Dr and Mrs Roger I P Rohe, t
Dr and Mrs Jerome R Ryan
Mr and Mrs Joseph F !sawyer 1,
Mr and Mrs ouis F Schrodei
Mr and Mrs Joseph X Seaman
Mr and Mrs James M III
Mr and Mrs Robert f !,mith
Mr and Mrs James I Sulliv 1,,
Mrs Joyce Sweenoy
Mr and Mrs J Owen lfr.dd
Mr and Mrs William M Treilweli
Mr and Mrs Adrian F Varinorp,
Robert F Wallace
Richard Wanders
Mr and Mrs Harry Watf•rtinuce
John H Wynne F sq
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WHEELER WISHES
THE CLASS OF 1981
THE BEST OF LUCK
Wheeler House
The staff of the 1981 Purple Patcher takes
this opportunity to thank all of our Contribu-
tors, Donors, Patrons, Advertisers and Pur-
chasers.
Your support is greatly appreciated.
. i
BEST OF LUCK TO
THE
CLASS OF '81!
The Purple Key Society






















A year at Holy Cross consists of. .
. . . the pursuit of some modicum
of knowledge and coming ot the re-
alization that only a small amount of
that which it is possible to learn may








. . . a recognition of the unique-
ness of our campus and an apprecia-
tion of how the labors of those indivi-
duals employed by the college en-
abled us to take advantage of its po-
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... the opportunity to profess our
faith with our fellow students or by
ourselves, in ways ranging from the
traditional large gatherings in Mary
Chapel to intimate masses such as
those held by Fr. LaBran . . .
343

. . . a first-ever Hart Center gradu-
ation ceremony, and as a result of
perceptive planning and perfect ex-
ecution, brilliant valedictory and
commencement addresses and the
necessary "closeness" of all in at-
tendance, thoughts of one being
cheated by the weather gave way to
a feeling that somehow one had
profited by the rains of May 29 . . .
•••••••

... but most importantly, a year at
Holy Cross is a year spent among
friends, and while the lectures and
PO combination fade from memory
as the years after Holy Cross go by,
it's the enjoyment one derived from
being among friends, among the







Volume LXXIII of the College of the Holy Cross Purple
Patcher was printed by Josten's American Yearbook Com-
pany in State College. PA.
Paper stock is 80 pound Consolidated high gloss double-
coated enamel.
Endsheet stock is Snow White 280. The endsheets are a
special design, same front and back, with PMS # 395 first
color and PMS # 527 second color.
The chief type style used in this book's copy and headlines
is from the News Gothic family.
Photography was processed by Adams Studio of Fitch-
burg. MA and Fallman's of Worcester. MA. Individual portrait
work was done primarily by Adams Studio.
The majority of photographs was taken by the Patcher
staff. Other credits go to the Public Affairs Office for a num-
ber of shots in the faculty section and for photos on pp. 159,
320: Bill Rynders for pp. 86, 87; Adams Studio for pictures
appearing on pp. 230. 232, 233, 234, 235; the soccer team
for pp. 276, 277, 278. 279; the fencing team for pp. 284,
285; the track team for pictures on pp. 316, 317.
The weight of the '81 Patcher is a lot so don't use it to
reenact the monk scene from Monty Python and The Holy
Grail.
I would like to correct the error of Kathy Wilbur's not
having received credit for being on the copy staff of the '80
Patcher. Her efforts, along with those of the other two staff-
ers enabled a co-worker to be writing this. With regards to
the '81 book I thank the Public Affairs Office for their out-
standing cooperation. Equally appreciated was the help af-
forded by Dave Senko, Sports Information Director. Thanks
goes to Peter Simonds, moderator, to Campus Security for
helping me with the ins and outs of working in Hogan during
June, to the switchboard operators for patching all our calls
through, to the gentlemen of the Post Office for getting our
deadlines safely out and handling the deluge of intra campus
mail we had, to the Hogan maintenance staff for tolerating an
oft-abused office, to Steve Hines and The Purple staff for
putting up with our annexing their share of 425 for long
periods, to Barry Woolf and Jack Otterness, yearbook reps
past and present, to the Dean of Students Office, to Bill and
Tom for aiding and abetting a "fugitive", and to my future
roomie, who, in between steel-cage matches, cornered me
following one of my deadline all-nighters and by some artifice
got me to sign a check for a couple of "at least worth $20"
lamps that look like they came free with two Corn Flakes box
tops But no man is an island, unless it's post-graduation, so 1
now pay homage to my staff.
First. I would like to thank the little people who made this
book possible. But besides Donna. I also want to thank
"Don't worry Vhan" Richard. Beth, Mich. Denise (and
Darth) I particularly want to thank Bob Monroe, not only for
the brilliant layouts and the come-deadline see-daybreak de-
pendability he provided in between tours of duty in Dinand,
but also for inculcating in myself an appreciation of the true
meaning of "common sense" by virtue of his electing to
become editor-in-chief at such a point in time that when that
book's distributed he'll be safely ensconsed within the friend-
ly confines of Cleveland Municipal My gratitude also goes to
the non-titled staffers who provided me with something to
put between the covers and somebody who would buy it.
The picture of Dan Russell, '81, is on this page because,
through no fault of his own, it was submitted too late to be
where it should be. The picture of the tin-foiled guy on the
horse is here because we're all "Crusaders", pretty sublimi-
nal, huh?
If by now you've figured out the book's theme-congratula-
tions-there is none. The only thing we consciously tried to
convey was a sense of the lighter side of life at Holy Cross.
The 1981 Purple Patcher had a press run of 1300 copies.
Distribution began during the month of September, 1981.
Warning, all money removed from this book each night.
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